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put the

eco into Deco
Enrich your home and the world around you
with 40 ways to decorate with a conscience
WORDS ANNA McCOOE

W
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elcome to a new era of mindful design and
decoration. Here, the choices we make to enrich
our homes also nurture the world that exists
beyond our doorsteps. Our conscience and concern for the
environment and our awareness of our growing consumer
footprint are reshaping the way we live, think and shop. And
as we put our money where our collective voice is, industry
is following suit quickly. Timeless style, responsible use
of resources and natural products define this brave new era.
Here are 40 ways to increase your home’s eco cred. >
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detox
Cleanse your space
of chemicals and clutter

1

Breathe easy The smell of a fresh coat of paint or newly laid
carpet is due to hidden toxins called volatile organic compounds
(VOCs). VOCs are linked to asthma and allergies, and they infiltrate
your home via cleaning supplies, glues in furniture and treatments used
on fabrics. The chemicals dissipate with time and ventilation but it is
worth using natural products and low-VOC paints whenever possible.
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Embrace the lived-in look Organic fabrics and natural
surfaces are at their eco-licious best when you allow for a little
rumpling and roughing up. Linen (which is made from renewable
flax) and hemp fabrics in soft neutrals age beautifully without the
need for harsh cleaning products such as bleach. For hard surfaces,
choose timber finished with a water-based sealant, and enjoy
watching a patina build up over time.

3

Declutter responsibly Old light bulbs, batteries, paint

cans and gas cylinders are bad for your home and your health.
Go through your storage spaces with a fine-tooth comb and
dispose of any offending items. “Check if your local council offers
a pick-up service; it will ensure the waste is dealt with responsibly,”
says professional organiser Tanya Lewis of Eco Organiser.
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Eradicate E-waste Old electronics are known as e-waste
because they contain hazardous materials such as lead, mercury
and even arsenic. Donate working equipment to charity, and recycle
the rest. Try mobilemuster.com.au for old mobile phones or
ewaste.com.au, which will pick up and process electronics locally.
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re-use, then recycle “We have fantastic recycling facilities

in Australia, but recycling still takes energy and many items are sent
overseas to be processed, adding to emissions,” says Tanya, who adopts
a more hands-on approach. “Take coat hangers back to the drycleaner
or give them to op-shops. Also, refill clean spray bottles with a
mixture of water and eucalyptus oil for a natural disinfectant spray.”

7
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{6} Buy pieces made from sustainable fibres, like this hemp
‘Utility’ rug in Waterhole in Saltbush from Cloth, $920/small.
{7} Choose water-saving designs – the Bosske ‘Sky’ planter
from Design For Use, $39/extra small, uses 80 per cent
less water than conventional planters.
{8} Dress your table with this 100 per cent linen ‘Crellini’
tablecloth from Eco Chic, $285/small, for lived-in loveliness.
{9} Use low-VOC paints, such as Wattyl’s Interior Design i.d
Luxury Low Sheen paint, from $29/litre. Stockists, page 205
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Bring plants indoors
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‘no. 3’ bottle (opposite), $15, letterbox co, letterboxcostore.bigcartel.com

Not only do plants add life to interior spaces, they also purify the air we breathe.
A team at the University of Technology, Sydney has proven that indoor plants such
as the peace lily and kentia palm will reduce VOCs in an enclosed space by up to
100 per cent over 24 hours, giving us good cause to liven up those empty corners. >
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support
Use your consumer
power for good

11

Embrace upcycled
materials

The scraps lying on the
factory floor hold a wealth
of product opportunities
and offer a real talking point
for our homes. Interior
designer Mia Feasey of Siren
Design cites Di Lorenzo’s
‘EcoTech’ tile as a favourite
case in point; it’s made from
70 per cent recycled offcuts
and remnants. For details,
visit dilorenzo.net.au.

12

Look to the label Eco cred is a huge selling point these

days but some claims are a truer shade of green than others.
A tick from GECA (Good Environmental Choice Australia) is a good
place to start. It means the product has been assessed locally
based on its entire lifecycle. Meanwhile, the GBCA (Green Building
Council Australia) awards building and renovating products that
are environmentally excellent with a four, five or six Green Star
rating. Visit geca.org.au and gbca.org.au for more information.
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Enlist a little help from friends Healing the
world is a collaborative project if ever there was one. “If you
want to reduce consumption, start by sharing magazines, trading
produce and swapping clothes with friends and family,” says Tanya
Lewis of Eco Organiser. ‘Collaborative Consumption’ – the sharing
of goods online – was earmarked by Time magazine as one
of the top 10 sustainable trends of last year. Visit Freecycle
(freecycle.org/group/au) to trade your unwanted goods.
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buy Australian made With so many talented local
designers, our style choices have never been greater. “Locally
made furnishings use less fossil fuels in transportation and lead our
economy towards social sustainability,” says online retailer Cris
Bucknall of Eco Chic. “Our favourite pieces are handcrafted, as they
not only have character, they also create jobs.” We love local textile
makers such as Pony Rider, Spacecraft and Bird, and ceramicists
Mud Australia and Samantha Robinson Handmade Porcelain,
which all fly the flag for Oz style.
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Invest in slow design The most rewarding way to

go eco is to save for quality items you really love and to hold
onto them for a lifetime. “Past generations saw furniture as an
investment, not something temporary. Remember how Nanna had
the same classic dining suite for 20 years?” says interior designer
Alena Smith of Smith Design Studio. Alena advises a slow-but-sure
decor approach. “Timeless style isn’t something that happens
overnight. Furnishing your home should be a process that
reflects your lifestyle and personality,” she explains.
{16} Seek out Fair Trade products, like these locally designed
‘Tube’ lampshades from Bholu, $250 each, made in India.
{17} Add an artisanal touch with handcrafted pieces.
This ‘Yuta Badayala’ lampshade from Koskela, from $880,
was woven by the indigenous people of Elcho Island, NT.
{18} Restore and reuse – an old car tyre has been crocheted
to create the whimsical ‘Tis Knot’ ottoman from Lightly, $320.
{19} A great example of upcycling, the ‘Lusy Blom’ cushion from
Ikea, $14.99, is filled with leftovers from Ikea’s quilt production.
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op-shop til you drop
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Save old furniture from landfill, reduce the demand for cheaply produced
goods and provide a little cash to help the less fortunate all by unleashing your
creative spirit at your local charity shop. Hunt down a vintage chair to restore
to its former glory, find an old lamp to reinvent with a new shade, or search
for a worn dresser to revive with matt black paint and new knobs. To find
your closest charity store, visit salvosstores.com.au or vinnies.org.au. >
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reduce

Save resources and generate
your own

21

Save the rain

A rainwater tank and pump
will collect water from your
roof and use it every time
you flush the toilet or wash
a load of clothes. Try
BlueScope Water’s
Waterpoint ‘Slimline’
rainwater tank,
$1450/2000L,
bluescopewater.com.au.
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Capture the sun Thanks to the glorious Australian sun,
and a good deal of government rebates, a grid-connected
photovoltaic system is the smartest way to generate your own
electricity. Turn to page 160 for more details about solar energy.
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Keep your cool The best way to cool your home is

by stopping the temperature from soaring in the first place.
Plantation shutters block the sun before it hits your living space –
consider Luxaflex’s range. If you need a little more help chilling out,
interior designer Mia Feasey of Siren Design recommends the Dyson
‘Air Multiplier’ fan: “It is designed to do more with less, in terms of raw
materials, energy during manufacturing and the low wattage. Dyson
also has a take-back program on all of their products,” she says.
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What a coop If you are blessed with your own backyard,

transform it into your own urban barn with a chook or two.
The fresh eggs will delight and so will your new feathery friends.
Just visit planetpoultry.com for hens and flat-packed coop;
expect to pay about $600 to set up.
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Bask in an eco glow Stark compact

fluorescent globes do serve a purpose but
the new energy saving lights are LED. These cast
a much softer glow than the previous generation
of eco lights and some are even dimmable. “Always
see a sample of the light turned on in the showroom
before you buy to make sure the light is sending
out a warm colour, not a cool or blue tone,” says
Mia. “My favourite is Keith Melbourne’s ‘I Do...’
table lamp for ISM Objects [$718]. This bounces
warm light around and the LED modules pop
out if they ever need replacing.”
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{26} Choose toys made by local designers – the ‘Owl’ softie kit is made from organic hand-printed fabric, from Harvest Textiles, $40.
{27} Turn your old cartons and boxes into a fun playhouse with the ‘Find & Make’ playhouse kit from Makedo, $24.90 (US$25).
{28} Put a lid on your disposable bottled-water addiction with the ‘321’ bottle from Half A Teaspoon, $39, which filters water on the go.
{29} Buy products that give back – for every ‘Sunnan’ solar-powered work lamp ($19.99, Ikea) sold, another is given to children
in developing countries to help them do their school work at night. Stockists, page 205
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Make it
yourself
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The thrill of the
craft revolution lies
in reinventing the
unwanted things in our
lives and turning them
into coveted pieces.
Seek inspiration from
the objects and materials
already surrounding
you but if you need
a little extra stimuli,
put The Crafty Minx
by Kelly Doust ($39.95,
Murdoch Books)
at the top of your
reading list. >
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renew

Embrace materials that will withstand
the test of time

31

Rest assured with latex Tapped from the trunks of
plantation trees as they grow, natural latex is heralded with keeping
developing communities green while providing income. We’re seeing this
material in mattresses – latex mattresses are dust mite-resistant and
hypoallergenic. Try Sleepy’s carbon-neutral ‘Forrest’ collection of latex
and soy-based foam beds – visit sleepys.com.au for a look at the range.
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Seek out jute and rattan The appeal of rattan and

jute pieces goes far beyond their enduring good looks. These
fast-growing crops require no pesticides to grow and offer loggers
a valuable alternative to cutting down trees. The artisan culture
of weaving also provides income and status in remote villages.
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a beautiful mane Perhaps the most divine eco textile
doing the rounds is woven together from the manes of horses.
Boyac’s ‘Le Crin’ horsehair fabrics are hand woven on ancient looms
with natural fibres yet the result is remarkably hard-wearing.
Visit boyac.com.au for further details.
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Choose good wood Timber runs the gamut of environmental

impact. Some wood products deplete old growth forests to make
a quick buck while others are salvaged from building sites and harvested
from managed forests. Good wood is certified by the Forest Stewardship
Council (FSC), so seek out their seal of approval when shopping for
furniture, cabinetry and flooring. Visit fscaustralia.org for details,
or read Greenpeace’s Good Wood Guide at goodwoodguide.org.au.

stunning simplicity of recycled brown paper has never been so
chic… or easy to create yourself. Todae’s recycled paper-making kit
will introduce kids to the life cycle of the products they consume
and discard and boost their eco pride as they doodle on handmade
paper. Recycled paper-making kit, $49.95/A5-size; visit todae.com.au.
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{36} Find pieces made from FSC-approved plantation
plywood, like this ‘Log’ stool from Alex Earl, $690.
{37} Look beyond timber furniture – cane is a fast-growing,
renewable resource. ‘Kiri’ dining chair from Eco Chic, $360.
{38} Create a cute display with these ‘Financial Times’ chickens
from Tractor Home, $22 each, crafted from old newspapers.
{39} Treat yourself to these ‘Baksana’ bamboo bath towels
in Sand from Alfresco Emporium, $54.95 each. Bamboo is
naturally softer and more absorbent than cotton towels.

Stockists, page 205

consider bamboo

Growing and replenishing at
lightning fast speeds, bamboo
has been hailed as the wonder
crop of the eco era. When used
as flooring, it is chic and durable
and when woven into textiles,
it is sublimely soft and silky.
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Revisit recycled paper For wrapping or decorating, the
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